
Bloomsbury Design Library offers cutting-edge digital coverage of 
design and crafts worldwide, from 1500 BCE to the present day.

“Offering tons of unique content, it’s highly recommended for 
institutions with design studies, architecture, and visual arts and  
culture programs”  —Library Journal

Content highlights:

 •    Definitive reference works including the Bloomsbury Encyclopedia of Design, Victor 
Margolin’s renowned World History of Design, and volumes from the Encyclopedia of 
Asian Design

 •     More than 100 eBooks on design and craft studies by leading scholars including  
Glenn Adamson, Tony Fry, John Heskett, and Penny Sparke

 •    Over 100 Designer Pages providing essential details and further reading about key 
figures such as Ettore Sottsass, William Morris, and Charles and Ray Kaiser Eames

 •    3400+ object images from global museum partners—featuring a range of forms, from 
jewellery to sculpture

 •    Exhibition archives providing essential information on key design exhibitions, including 
exhibits at Designmuseum Danmark and Museum of Crafts and Design, San Francisco

 •    An interactive timeline offering an illustrated overview of global design history to 
enhance users’ understanding of design within its social, political and economic context

 •    Exclusive lesson plans and bibliographic guides, with inspiration to bolster teaching 
and introductory overviews of core readings on a particular topic to support independent 
learning and research

Benefits for research and learning:

 •    Enhance contextual understanding with an interactive timeline offering an illustrated 
overview of global design history.

 •     Navigate seamlessly between relevant designers, places, and periods using the powerful 
search function and taxonomy.

 •    Discover regular content updates every year, including new reference chapters, articles, 
and eBooks

All our online resources are available for free institutional trials.

Please contact our online sales department for more information:

Americas: OnlineSalesUS@bloomsbury.com 
UK, Europe, Middle East, Africa, Asia: OnlineSalesUK@bloomsbury.com 
Australia and New Zealand: OnlineSalesANZ@bloomsbury.com

www.bloomsburydesignlibrary.com
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